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Abstract
We study several inequalities for norms on matrices, in particular for the Hilbert–
Schmidt and operator norms. These inequalites occur when comparing norms of the
products XY and YX for matices X and Y with suitable assumptions. We also point out
some trace inequalities. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Let LH denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators in a separable
Hilbert space H. If H has a finite dimension, the only ideals of LH are the
trivial ones. If dim H  1, all proper ideals of LH are included in the ideal of
compact operators [8, p. 25]. By a unitarily invariant norm jjj  jjj, we mean a
norm on an ideal I of LH, making I a Banach space, and such that
jjjUXV jjj  jjjX jjj for all X in I and all U ; V unitaries in LH. Examples of
unitarily invariant norms are the usual operator norm k  k and the Schatten p-
norms 16 p <1, defined for any operator X by
kXkp  Tr jX jp 1=p 
X
lpnX 
 1=p
;
where flnX g are the singular values of X arranged in decreasing order and
repeated according to their multiplicities (even if X is not compact, there is a
natural definition of lnX  for all n [4]). The Schatten p-norms act on the LpH
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ideals, constituted of operators X for which kXkp <1. The LpH ideals, called
Schatten p-classes, are the noncommutative analogues of the classical lpn and l
p
sequence spaces. More generally, it follows from Schatten’s theory [8, chapters
1 and 2], that unitarily invariant norms on ideals are in a one to one corres-
pondance with Banach sequence spaces endowed with symmetric norms.
A noncommutative problem then appears: evaluating dierences in the way
of regrouping factors in an expression with a product. For instance if the
product AB of two operators A and B is normal, we know that [8, p. 95], :
kABkp6 kBAkp:
A more recent example [2,5], whose first version was proved by Corach–Porta–
Recht is
jjjSTSÿ1  STSÿ1jjjP 2jjjT jjj;
in which S is an invertible operator of LH and T is in an ideal with a unitarily
invariant norm.
This text focuses on the inequalities linked with these problems of re-
grouping, and more precisely on inequalities of the following type:
Proposition 1. Let B be a positive operator, E a projection and W an increasing
positive function defined on the spectrum of B. Then
kBEWBk6 kEBWBk:
We call such an inequality, a gathering inequality. Throughout this paper the
term operator with no other precision means a bounded linear operator on H.
1. Positive operators and monotone functions
We say that two positive (i.e. nonnegative) functions defined on a set X have
the same (resp. opposite) monotony if
f x6 f y () gx6 resp:P  gy for all x; y in X :
Let (X; P be a probability space. We denote by
Ef  
Z
X
f x dP x;
the expectation of an integrable function f.
Lemma 1. Let f and g be two positive measurable functions on a probability
space. If f and g have the same (resp. opposite) monotony,
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Ef Eg6 resp:P  Efg:
Proof. We prove the case of same monotony. It is very easy to show that for
any x and y in the probability space X, we have the elementary estimate
f xgy  f ygx6 f xgx  f ygy:
Then
Ef Eg 
Z
XX
f xgydP xdP y
 1
2
Z
XX
f xgy  f ygxdPxdP y
6 1
2
Z
XX
f xgx  f ygydPxdP y  Efg: 
Proof of Proposition 1. For any e > 0 there exists f 2 H with kf k  1 such that
kBEWBk ÿ e6 kBEWBf k. Write EWBf  ah with khk  1. Then the
projection h
 h (this notation means h
 hg  hh; gih 8g 2 H – the scalar
product is linear in the second variable) satisfies
kBEWBk ÿ e6 kBh
 hWBk  hB2h; hi1=2hW2Bh; hi1=2:
Since W is increasing, Lemma 1 shows that the last expression is less than
hB2W2Bh; hi1=2  kh
 h BWBk6 kEBWBk:
Letting e! 0, we get the proposition. 
We may ask if for W decreasing, Proposition 1 holds with the P inequality
sign. This is not true: for instance, if
B 
1 e 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0B@
1CA; WB  0 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
0B@
1CA; E  1
3
2 1 ÿ1
1 2 1
ÿ1 1 2
0B@
1CA;
then, with a small e, kBEWBk < kEBWBk.
Proposition 2. Let A be a self-adjoint operator, B a positive operator and W an
increasing positive function defined on the spectrum of B. Then:
1. If W is increasing, kBAWBk26 kABWBk2
2. If W is decreasing, kBAWBk2 P kABWBk2.
Proof. We make the proof for n n matrices. Let B Pni1 biei 
 ei and
A Pni;j1 ai;jei 
 ej. We have
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kABWBk22 
X
i;j
j ai;j j2 b2j Wbj2
and
kBAWBk22 
X
i;j
b2i j ai;j j2 Wbj2;
using ai;j  aj;i, we compute kABWBk22 ÿ kBAWBk22 :X
i<j
j ai;j j2 b2j Wbj2  b2i Wbi2 ÿ b2i Wbj2 ÿ b2j Wbi2
 
:
Then the estimates xf x  yf yP resp:6 xf y  yf x for nonnegative
reals x, y and positive increasing (resp. decreasing) function f, yield the
proposition. 
This shows in particular that Proposition 1 is true for the Hilbert–Schmidt
norm k  k2. Is Proposition 1 still true for any Schatten p-norm?
Like the previous proposition, most results in this paper are expressed in
terms of a pair B;WB with W increasing (or decreasing). It is always
straightforward to extend the results to a pair f B; gB with f and g of same
monotony (or of opposite monotony).
We say that two positive operators A and B have the same (resp. opposite)
monotony if there exist a positive operator C and two positive functions f and g
with the same (resp. opposite) monotony, defined on the spectrum of C, such
that A  f C and B  gC.
We denote by SH the unit sphere of H. Using Lemma 1, the following
characterization of same/opposite monotony is easy to state (at least when H
has a finite dimension).
Proposition 3. Let A and B be two positive operators. The following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) kABhkP resp:6  kAhk:kBhk for all h 2 SH .
(ii) A and B have the same (resp. opposite) monotony.
Let us give a sketch of the proof for the P sign when dim H  n is finite.
(ii))(i) follows from Lemma 1. To prove (i))(ii), let e1; . . . en be eigenvectors
corresponding to l1A; . . . lnA. By inequality (i) applied successively to
h  e1; . . . en, we can deduce that the eigenspaces of A are invariant for B.
Thus A and B commute. It is then easy to show that A and B have same
monotony.
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2. Gathering inequalities for the Hilbert–Schmidt norm
In this section we study some inequalities for the Hilbert–Schmidt norm
which improve Proposition 2.
We begin by introducing the hyponormality index of an operator. This is a
number which measures the lack of normality of an operator on a finite di-
mensional space H. If H has an infinite dimension, then this number measures
the lack of hyponormality:
We define the hyponormality index of an invertible operator X by
mX   kX Xÿ1k:
If X is no longer invertible, we set
mX   lim
e!0
kX j X j eÿ1k:
Equivalently,
m2X   minfk 2 R j XX  6 kX Xg;
or again,
mX   sup kX
hk
kXhk and m0  1;
where the supremum runs over all the vectors h such that kXhk 6 0.
If mX  is finite, we have XX 6 m2X X X , so kX k6 mX kXk. This shows
that mX  2 1;1. Moreover mX   1 if and only if X is hyponormal. In
particular, if X is compact, then mX   1 implies the normality of X. Indeed, it
is easy to check that a compact hyponormal operator is normal; more generally
Putnam inequality [7] ensures that a hyponormal operator whose spectrum has
zero area is normal.
Now we are ready to state the main result of this section in its full generality.
Theorem 1. Let A be an operator, B a positive operator and W a positive
function defined on the spectrum of B.
(1) If W is increasing and mA is finite,
kBAWBk26 mAkABWBk2:
The mA constant is optimal. If A is hyponormal, the inequality holds with
mA  1.
(2) If W is decreasing, A is normal and if either A is in the Hilbert–Schmidt
class or A is self-adjoint or B is compact,
kBAWBk2 P kABWBk2:
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Proof. 1. Proof of assertion (1).
(1) First, we suppose that B has a finite rank, and we follow two steps.
· If r is a fixed positive real, the function f defined on  ÿ r; r, f s 
kBrsABrÿsk22 is convex. This can be seen in the calculation of the second de-
rivative of s! TrBrÿsAB2rsABrÿs, or, more quickly by remarking that if
e1; . . . ; en is an orthonormal system associated to B’s nonzero eigenvalues and
if ai j  hei;Aeji, then
f s 
X
i;j
b2rsi jaijj2b2rÿsj ;
which is obviously convex.
Besides, f can be extended by continuity to r and ÿr. If we call E the pro-
jection on ranB, we have
f ÿr  kEAB2rk226 kAB2rk22
and
f r  kB2rAEk226 kB2rAk226 m2AkAB2rk22:
The convexity of f entails f s6 supff ÿr; f rg, hence
f s6 m2AkAB2rk22
which can also be written as
kBsABtk26 mAkABstk2 06 s; t:
· Let us show that for any increasing W : R ! R; kBAWBk26
mAkABWBk2, or,
Tr AB2AW2B6 m2ATrjAj2B2W2B:
Setting C  B2 and u  W2  p ; we have to prove that for any positive op-
erator of finite rank C and any positive, increasing u : R ! R, we have:
Tr ACAuC6 m2ATr j A j2 CuC: 1
The set of the functions u which verify 1 obviously includes the set U of the
positive, increasing functions which verify (1) and
Tr AuCAC6 m2ATr j A j2 CuC: 2
Let us show that U coincides with the set containing all the positive, increasing
functions. U is preserved under:
(a) a linear combination with positive coecients,
(b) ‘‘dilation’’: u 2 U) ukx  ukx 2 U,
(c) a pointwise limit, and
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(d) if u 2 U is continuous and strictly increasing, with u0  0 and u1 
1; then the reciprocal function uÿ1 is also an element of U.
(a)–(c) entail that we just have to prove that v1;1 2 U to conclude that any
positive, increasing function on R is included into U. Thanks to our first step,
we know that the functions x! xs s P 0 belong to U. So,
unx 
1
n
xn  x1=n;
is an element of U. The reciprocal functions uÿ1n pointwise converge to v1;1,
and the theorem is proved.
(2) Now, B no longer has a finite rank. If B can be diagonalized, there exists
an increasing sequence of operators with a finite rank Bn which commute two
by two and strongly converge towards B. We have
kBnAWBnk2 " kBAWBk2 and kABnWBnk2 " kABWBk2
which proves the theorem when B can be diagonalized. The general case can be
deduced from it, because for any e > 0 there exists Be which can be diago-
nalized and which commutes with B such that
1ÿ eB6Be6 1 eB and 1ÿ eWB6WBe6 1 eWB:
We still have to check that mA is the best constant. Let e > 0 and let h be a
norm-one vector for which
kAhk
kAhk P mA ÿ e:
We take B  h
 h and WB  I , where I is the identity of LH. Letting e tend
towards 0, we see that mA is the best constant independent of B and W.
2. Proof of assertion (2).
Let us observe that if B is a positive operator, H is a positive increasing
function defined on the spectrum of B and A is a normal operator, assertion (1)
implies the following gathering inequality for the trace norm:
kBAHBABk16 kAB2HBAk1:
Now to prove assertion (2), we first assume that A is a normal Hilbert–Schmidt
operator. Since W decreases, W is bounded and we can write W2 as the dier-
ence between a constant k  W20 and an increasing function H: W2 
k ÿH. So, kBAWBk22  kBAW2BABk1  kBAk ÿHABk1  kkBAABk1ÿ
kBAHBABk1, where the assumption that A 2 L2H is essential for the last
expression to be meaningful. Using the normality of A, and the previous
gathering trace norm inequality, we can conclude:
kBAWBk22 P kkBAABk1 ÿ kAB2HBAk1  kABWBk22:
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We assume now that A is self-adjoint. We may suppose that B can be di-
agonalized, so there exits an increasing sequence fEng of finite rank projections
commuting with B such that
kBAWBk2  lim kBEnAEnWBk2:
By the first step kBEnAEnWBk2 P kEnAEnBWBk2 and we deduce the result
by letting n tend to the infinite.
Finally we assume that B is compact. Since W is decreasing and B is a
positive compact operator, it is easy to see that there is a sequence fBng of
positive Hilbert–Schmidt operators such that WB  WnBn, with Wn de-
creasing, kBnAWBk2 " kBAWBk2 and ABnWB ! ABWB in Strong Op-
erator Topology. Thanks to the SOT lower semi-continuity of the Hilbert–
Schmidt norm,
kABWBk26 lim inf kABnWBk2:
In this way, it suces to show the inequality when B 2 L2H. It is then pos-
sible to reproduce the argument of the first step, using this time as an essential
assumption the fact that B 2 L2H instead of A 2 L2H. 
Corollary 1. Let A and B be n n matrices with A normal and B positive and let
W be a positive function defined on the spectrum of B. Then:
(1) If W is increasing, kBAWBk6 np kABWBk
(2) If W is decreasing, kABWBk6 np kBAWBk.
Proof. For W increasing (the decreasing case is similar),
kBAWBk6 kBAWBk26 kABWBk26

n
p kABWBk: 
Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 are no longer true if one substitutes a Schatten
p-norm to the Hilbert–Schimdt norm. For instance, let us consider 3 3 ma-
trices:
B 
2 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1ÿ e
0B@
1CA; WB  1 e 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
0B@
1CA; A  0 1 01 1 1
0 1 0
0B@
1CA:
Then for any p > 2 one can find a small e such that kBAWBkp > kABWBkp.
In dimension 4, we have found counterexamples, for some values of p and for
A positive. There are similarly counterexamples for W decreasing. It would be
desirable to find counterexamples for 16 p < 2.
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3. An operator norm inequality
In this section, we give two applications of the previous theorem. Actually
the first one is a trace inequality which can be deduced from Proposition 2. We
need the Loewner theorem which states that the functions t! ta, 06 a6 1, are
operator monotone
06A6B ) 06Aa6Ba:
We use the notation X  Y to mean that X and Y are two positive operators
with either 06X 6 Y or X,Y are invertible and log X 6 log Y . In Section 4 we
shall give more information on the  sign.
Proposition 4. Let X ; Y be two positive operators such that X  Y and M a
positive trace class operator which commutes with X. Then, if a and b are two
positive reals, we have
Tr MX aY b6Tr MY ab:
Proof. First, we prove the case X 6 Y . We assume that a6 1. By Loewner’s
theorem, X a6 Y a, so
Tr MX aY b  kY b=2M1=2X a=2k22
6 kY b=2M1=2Y a=2k22
6 kM1=2Y b=2a=2k22 by gathering
 TrMY ab:
The case aP 1 can be deduced by repeating the process.
Now, we assume that X and Y are invertible and log X 6 log Y . By homo-
geneity, we may assume that I 6X ; Y (where I denotes the identity operator) ,
so 06 log X 6 log Y , and
Tr MX aY b  TrM
X
n
a log X n
n!
 ! X
k
b log Y k
k!
 !
Tr MX aY b6
X
n;k
1
n!k!
Tr Ma log Y nb log Y k  Tr MY ab: 
Remark. Proposition 4 gives an immediate proof of the McCarthy inequality
(cf. [5], p. 20, Theorem 1.22)
TrX  Y p P TrX p  TrY p 06X ; Y ; p P 1:
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Indeed, TrX  Y p  TrX X  Y pÿ1  TrY X  Y pÿ1 P Tr X p  Tr Y p: Sim-
ilarly we also get
TrX  Y p P Tr X p  Tr Y p  Tr XY pÿ1  YX pÿ1 06X ; Y ; p P 2:
Proposition 4 is not necessarily true when b is negative. For instance taking
a  3; b  ÿ7 and
M  X  5 2
2 1
 
; Y  9 0
0 2
 
one has Tr X 4Y ÿ7 > TrXY ÿ4: However, we have the following result:
Proposition 4a. Let X ; Y be two positive operators with Y invertible and X 6 Y .
If M is a positive trace class operator which commutes with X and a, b are two
reals such that ÿ16 b and 06 a b, we have
Tr MX aY b6Tr MY ab:
Proof. We have just to prove the case ÿ16 b < 0. By repeating the process, we
may assume that a6 1. By a limit argument, we may assume that X is inv-
ertible. There exist an orthonormal system feng and two sequences of reals fxng
and fmng such that M 
P
n mnen 
 en and X en  xnen. Thus
Tr MY ab 
X
n
mnxanhen;Xÿaenihen; Y abeni:
Since t! tÿa is operator decreasing,
Tr MY ab P
X
n
mnxanhen; Y ÿaenihen; Y abeni:
Since t! tÿa decreases and t! tab increases, Lemma 1 implies
Tr MY ab P
X
n
mnxanhen; Y beni  TrMX aY b: 
A more original application of the previous theorem is an operator norm
inequality. We say that a normal operator X is semi-unitary if its restriction to
ranX  is a unitary operator.
Theorem 2. Let B be a positive operator, E a semi-unitary operator and W an
increasing positive function defined on the spectrum of B. Then
kBEWBk6

2
p
kEBWBk:
2
p
is in general the best constant possible; however if E is a projection,
kBEWBk6 kEBWBk:
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Proof. The second assertion is just Proposition 1 and we just have to prove the
first assertion. By a limit argument, we may assume that there is h 2 H ,
khk  1, such that
kBEWBk  kBEWBhk:
Let P be the projection EE and set f  WBh. Since kPf k  kEf k we obtain
the semi-unitary operator R of rank 2 such that ranR  SpanfPf ;EPf g and
RPf  Ef . Since RR6 P we have Ef  Rf and
kBEWBk  kBEf k  kBRf k
6 kBRWBk
6 kBRWBk2
6 kRBWBk2 by gathering
6

2
p
kRBWBk rankR  2
6

2
p
kEBWBk RR6EE:
To see that the constant

2
p
can not be improved, we consider
Bn 
n
n1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 n
0B@
1CA; WBn  0 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
0B@
1CA; En  1
n2  1p
0 n 0
n 0 1
0 1 0
0B@
1CA:
Then
lim
n!1
kBnEnWBnk
kEnBnWBnk 

2
p
;
thus the constant

2
p
can not be improved. 
Question. As the author does not have any counterexamples, a question is
raised: Is Theorem 2 still valid for any normal operator E ?
4. Gathering inequalities for unitarily invariant norms
Besides the Hilbert–Schmidt and operator norms results of the Section 3, it
is natural to study unitarily invariant norms. The reader is referred to Ando’s
paper [1] for many majorization relations between eigenvalues and the corre-
sponding norm inequalities. In all the sequel, jjj  jjj denotes a unitarily in-
variant norm on an ideal I.
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Lemma 2. For an operator A 2 I and two invertible operators B and C, the map
t! jjj jBjtA j C jt jjj is log-convex, equivalently
jjjAjjj6 jjjBACjjj1=2jjjBÿ1ACÿ1jjj1=2
Proof. By unitary invariance, the analytic map f z j B jz A j C jz satisfies
jjjf x iyjjj  jjjf xjjj for all reals x and y. Hence the lemma is a straight-
forward application of the Banach space valued version of the Three lines
theorem.
It is possible, rather than the previous interpolation argument, to give a
proof based on standard majorization techniques. Note that
kAk2  qAA  qCAACÿ16 kCAACÿ1k
 kCABBÿ1ACÿ1k
6 kBACkkBÿ1ACÿ1k;
by using the simple fact that the spectral radius of an operator X is less than or
equal to its norm, with equality for X self-adjoint. Thus the inequality is proved
in case of the operator norm. An antisymetric tensor product then shows that,
if fang, fbng, fcng denote the sequences of the respective singular values of A,
BAC, Bÿ1ACÿ1 arranged in decreasing order and repeated according to their
multiplicity, we have
YN
n1
an6
YN
n1
b1=2n c
1=2
n for each integer N :
This implies that fang is weakly majorized by fb1=2n c1=2n g, so we have
jjjAjjj  Ua1; a2; . . .
6Ub1=21 c1=21 ; b1=22 c1=22 ; . . .
6U1=2b1; b2; . . .U1=2c1; c2; . . .
by the Cauchy–Shwartz inequality for the symmetric gauge function U corre-
sponding to jjj  jjj (cf. [3], p. 87). 
Proposition 5. Let A 2 I be a self-adjoint operator and X, Y, Z three positive
operators such that X 2  YZ. Then
jjjXAX jjj6 jjjYAZjjj:
Proof. By continuity, we may assume that X, Y, Z are invertible. Then, by
Lemma 2,
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jjjXAX jjj
6 jjjY 1=2Zÿ1=2XAX Y ÿ1=2Z1=2jjj1=2jjjY ÿ1=2Z1=2XAX Y 1=2Zÿ1=2jjj1=2
 jjjYAZjjj1=2jjjZAY jjj1=2  jjjYAZjjj: 
Proposition 6. Let A be an operator in I and B a positive operator. Then, for all
s; t P 0, we have
jjjBsABtjjj6 mAs=stjjjABstjjj:
Moreover, if B is invertible and 06 s < t,
jjjBsABÿtjjjP mAs=sÿtjjjABsÿtjjj:
Equivalently, if B is invertible and 06 t < s,
jjjBsABÿtjjjP mAs=tÿsjjjABsÿtjjj:
In the first inequality of the proposition, jjjABstjjj  0) ABst  0) BsABt 
0 ) jjjBsABtjjj  0. Hence we may adopt the convention that mA0  0 when
mA  1.
Proof. By Lemma 2, f r  jjjBsÿrABtrjjj is log-convex on  ÿ t; s. From the
lower semi-continuity of jjj  jjj in WOT we easily deduce that f can be extended
by continuity to ÿt and s with f ÿt  jjjBstAEjjj and f s  jjjEABstjjj where
E  B0 is the support projection of B. Hence,
f 06 f ÿts=stf st=st;
where
f 0  jjjBsABtjjj; f ÿt6 jjjBstAjjj; f s6 jjjABstjjj:
Also as jjjBstAjjj6 mAjjjABstjjj , we get the first inequality.
To prove the second inequality, we consider the function
f r  jjjBsÿrABrÿtjjj. Since gr  log f r is convex, the graphic representa-
tion of g shows us that the point 0; g0 is above the line passing by s; gs
and t; gt. Hence,
g0P gs  gt ÿ gs
t ÿ s :0ÿ s;
thus
log f 0P log f s  ÿs
t ÿ s log
f t
f s ;
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or
log f 0P log f st=tÿsf tÿs=tÿs
 
;
so
f 0P f st=tÿsf tÿs=tÿs:
Then, using f 0  jjjBsABÿtjjj and f t  jjjBsÿtAjjj6 mAjjjABsÿtjjj
 mAf s, we deduce the result. The proof of the third inequality is similar.
Actually it is not dicult to see that the second and third inequalities are
equivalent. 
Remark. In the two previous propositions, it has been assumed that some of
the operators involved belong to I. These assumptions are not necessary if I
have the following property: for any sequence fXng in I such that supjjjXnjjj <
1 and fXng converges weakly to X, then X 2 I and jjjX jjj6 lim inf jjjXnjjj.
Actually, it follows from Schatten’s theory and the Goh’berg–Krein’s non-
commutative Fatou lemma (cf. [8], Theorem 2.7 pp. 28–29) that I can be
embedded in a unique larger ideal having the previous property. When I has
this property, we say that jjj  jjj is maximal. It then becomes natural to set
jjjAjjj  1 if A is not in I and, in this framework, it should be observed that
an inequality such that jjjAjjj6 jjjBjjj yields as a corollary B 2 I) A 2 I.
The next result is an improvement of the trace inequality of section 3. First
of all, we have to give more precisions about the  sign. The order relation
log X 6 log Y on positive invertible operators is called the chaotic order and is
denoted. Since log is operator monotone, the chaotic order is a weaker order
than the usual one. Fujii et al. [6] have given a very simple proof of the fol-
lowing result for two invertible, positive operators X, Y
log X < log Y iff X r < Y r holds for an r > 0:
If X and Y are positive operators with X not invertible, we may keep the no-
tation X  Y to mean that there exists g > 0 such that logX  e6 logY  e
when 0 < e6 g.
Proposition 7. Let X ; Y ;M be positive operators with M 2 I and a, b two
positive reals. Assume that X  Y and MX  XM . Then,
jjjMX aY bjjj6 jjjMY abjjj:
Moreover, if jjj  jjj is maximal, the inequality still holds when M 62 I, and M may
even be taken unbounded. (The author does not know if the second assertion of
the proposition remains true when jjj  jjj is not maximal.)
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Proof. (1) M 2 I. Then
jjjMX aY bjjj  lim
e!0
jjjMX  eaY  2ebjjj
and
jjjMY abjjj  lim
e!0
jjjMY  2eabjjj:
Since X  Y , we have logX  e < logY  2e for e suciently small. The
Fujii–Furuta–Kamei’s characterization of the chaotic order implies that X 
er < Y  2er for an r > 0. The same process as in the first part of the proof of
Proposition 4 then shows that
jjjMX  eaY  2ebjjj6 jjjMY  2eabjjj:
Letting e! 0, we get the result.
(2) M 62 I may be unbounded, jjj  jjj is maximal.
We may assume that MY ab – with a priori domain fh 2 H j Y abh 2
domMg – can be extended as an operator in I, otherwise jjjMY abjjj  1 and
there is nothing to prove. Therefore we can choose an increasing sequence
fMng of bounded, positive operators, commuting with X and M, such that
MnY ab ! MY ab in Weak Operator Topology. The lower semi-continuity of
jjj  jjj in WOT implies
jjjMY abjjj  lim jjjMnY abjjj
By case 1, jjjMnY abjjjP jjjMnX aY bjjj. Hence supnfjjjMnX aY bjjjg <1. Since
fMng increases, MnX aY b converges in WOT to Z, the bounded closure of
MX aY b ÿwhose a priori domain is fh 2 H j Y bh 2 domMX ag. Since jjj  jjj is
maximal, jjjMX aY bjjj6 lim inf jjjMnX aY bjjj6 jjjMY abjjj. 
Proposition 7 clearly appears as a generalization of Proposition 4 (the trace
inequality can be rephrased as an inequality for the Hilbert–Schmidt norm). Is
it possibe, in a similar way, to generalize Proposition 4a to unitarily invariant
norms ?
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